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Comments to authors:

JMCRep
- It is relevant, but not commented in the Discussion, that preoperative magnesemia was not tested preoperatively and resulted into abnormally low values when tested intraoperatively. Furthermore the combonation with flecainide could be avoided.
  # stressed on page 9
- The Authors mention that preoperatively testing for genetic long QT interval was not accomplished., but is not clear if it would have changed the clinical course of this case. Is it really indicated/mandatory?
  # we meant POSToperative testing for genetic long QT, so I changed it in the text (p8), since it wasn’t clear enough considering your comment.
- In patients at risk for perioperative arrhythmias preoperative electrolytes should be –if possible- normalized and concomitant medications that can favour acute arrhythmias should be minimized.
  # stressed on page 9/10

Quality of written English: we asked a native English speaker to oversee our manuscript.